Non-or semiparametric estimation and lag selection methods are proposed for three seasonal nonlinear autoregressive models of varying seasonal flexibility+ All procedures are based on either local constant or local linear estimation+ For the semiparametric models, after preliminary estimation of the seasonal parameters, the function estimation and lag selection are the same as nonparametric estimation and lag selection for standard models+ A Monte Carlo study demonstrates good performance of all three methods+ The semiparametric methods are applied to German real gross national product and UK public investment data+ For these series our procedures provide evidence of nonlinear dynamics+
INTRODUCTION
In nonlinear time series analysis, nonparametric estimators provide great flexibility because no parametric function class must be chosen a priori+ On the other hand, most existing results on nonparametric estimators require the data generating process to be stationary, a condition often violated by economic time series+ Although the most common source of nonstationarity is trends, seasonal patterns also play an important role+
The flexibility of nonparametric techniques has not been available for seasonal time series, because of a lack of nonparametric autoregression models that incorporate seasonal nonstationarity+ A popular approach for removing sea-sonal nonstationarity is to use seasonally adjusted data+ This, however, is not justified for nonlinear modeling for at least four reasons+ First, the effect of such seasonal filters on data exhibiting nonlinearities is unclear as virtually all seasonal adjustment procedures have been designed for linear processes+ Second, Ghysels, Granger, and Siklos~1996! show that some of these procedures such as X-11 involve nonlinear transformations that may change the properties of the original data+ Third, data adjusted with most model-based seasonal adjustment procedures and procedures with model-based interpretation are noninvertible+ Such procedures include those used by official agencies+ See, e+g+, Maravall~1995! for details+ 1 Thus, an additional approximation error is introduced if finite-order AR models, either parametric or nonparametric, are used+ Finally, using seasonally adjusted data is misleading if a useful orthogonal decomposition of the original data into a trend, a seasonal, and an irregular component does not exist+ See the examples in the work by Franses~1996, Ch+ 6!, who advocates periodic linear autoregressive models with autoregression parameters that vary with the seasons+ Therefore, standard nonparametric models are not appropriate for seasonally adjusted data+
In this paper we consider three seasonal nonlinear autoregressive models of varying seasonal flexibility+ The most general model allows for changing conditional means across seasons and generalizes periodic autoregressive models+ For this model, which provides a very flexible way to model seasonality without imposing much structure, we suggest nonparametric estimation and lag selection methods and state some asymptotic properties+ This generality has its price+ The effective sample size of the nonparametric procedures is given by the size of a single season+ This model may therefore be less useful for small data sets typical in macroeconomics+ For such a task we propose a less flexible seasonal nonlinear model whose seasonal regression functions are equal to additive constants+ We suggest three semiparametric estimators that are shown to have the standard effective sample size+
The same is shown for the semiparametric estimator of an alternative seasonal process that can be decomposed into a nonseasonal nonlinear autoregressive component and additive deterministic seasonal shifts+ These seasonal shifts can be used for seasonally adjusting data+ An alternative model is analyzed by Burman and Shumway~1998!, who allow the seasonal shifts to be multiplied by a nonlinear function of time, however, at the cost of assuming the nonseasonal component to be linear+ Orbe, Ferreira, and Rodriguez-Poo~2000! develop nonparametric estimators of time-varying coefficients under seasonal constraints+
In practice, the relevant lags of the autoregression are unknown, and a lag selection procedure is needed+ We therefore extend the final prediction error methods of Tschernig and Yang~2000! to the seasonal models and show that the probability of selecting the correct lags approaches one asymptotically+ Our simulation study shows that the proposed seasonal lag selection methods work in small samples+ Moreover, we find that the non-and semiparametric proce-dures for nonlinear processes outperform linear methods in terms of the prediction power if the processes are nonlinear+ This holds for prediction based on both the correct or the selected set of lags+ To illustrate the semiparametric procedures, we model two macroeconomic time series, German real gross national product~GNP! and UK public investment, for which series we find evidence of nonlinear dynamics+ For the former, which exhibits stronger nonlinearity, the semiparametric procedure forecasts substantially better+
It is well known that multivariate function estimation suffers from inaccuracy, commonly referred to as the "curse of dimensionality+" This nuisance can only be reduced by imposing special restrictions on a general multivariate function to obtain a less flexible structure+ Such examples include the generalized additive structure and varying-coefficient structure proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani~1990, 1993! and in time series analysis, the additive structure of the conditional mean in Chen and Tsay~1993!, Tjøstheim and Auestad~1994a!, Masry and Tjøstheim~1996!, and Yang~2000! or the multiplicative structure of the conditional volatility in Yang, Härdle, and Nielsen~1999!+ Further research could provide guidance on how such functional restrictions should be imposed on the seasonal models we propose here+
In contrast, lag selection that has to precede any function estimation suffers less from the curse of dimensionality+ This robustness of nonparametric lag selection can be attributed to its discrete nature and has already been observed for nonseasonal AR processes in Auestad and Tjøstheim~1990! and Tjøstheim and Auestad~1994b! and more recently in Tschernig and Yang~2000!+ These authors suggest the idea of "de-linking" lag selection from function estimation, so that the relevant lags may be first selected using a very general nonparametric procedure, after which appropriate structures may be imposed on the selected variables for improved function estimation+ For example, the multiplicative modeling of the conditional volatility function in Yang et al+~1999! was carried out not on arbitrary lagged variables but on those selected according to the nonparametric lag selection method of Tschernig and Yang~2000!+ In our Monte Carlo study the robustness of lag selection is also corroborated for seasonal processes+ The identification rates of non-or semiparametric methods for the correct lags are about 50%, whereas those of linear methods may be close to zero~see the correct identification rates represented by dark rectangles in Figures 5 and 6!+ Therefore we regard the lag selection methods proposed in this paper as preliminary steps for imposing additive or other structures on seasonal autoregression+ As such, they are quite satisfactory+
As a final remark we note that the three models only cover various kinds of deterministic seasonality+ Nonstationarity due to stochastic seasonality has to be removed prior to the non-or semiparametric modeling~just like trends!+ To avoid overdifferencing and thus a noninvertible series one may use the HEGY test~Hylleberg, Engle, Granger, and Yoo, 1990!+ The paper is organized as follows+ In the next section we discuss three seasonal nonlinear autoregressive models with different kinds of seasonal flexibil-ity+ Section 3 presents nonparametric estimation and lag selection for the general seasonal nonlinear autoregressive process+ In Section 4 we present semiparametric estimators for the two restricted seasonal models+ Section 5 describes details of implementing the various procedures+ The results of the Monte Carlo study are presented in Section 6+ The empirical applications are contained in Section 7, and Section 8 concludes+ All assumptions, lemmas, and proofs are in the Appendix+ JMULTI, which is a menu-driven software based on GAUSS, contains almost all procedures that are presented in this paper+ It is available from http:00ise+wiwi+hu-berlin+de0oekonometrie0+
SEASONAL NONLINEAR AUTOREGRESSIONS
Assume now that the process $Y t % tՆ0 has a stationary distribution for each of the S seasons+ It will often be convenient to write the time index t as t ϭ s ϩ St where s ϭ 0,1, + + + , S Ϫ 1 denotes the season and t ϭ 0,1, + + + represents a new time index+ Throughout this paper, we consider a realization $Y t % tϭ0 n of sample size n ϩ 1+
The most general seasonal process that we consider is the seasonal nonlinear autoregressive~SNAR! model given by
where X t ϭ~Y tϪi 1 ,Y tϪi 2 , + + + ,Y tϪi m ! T is the vector of all the correct lagged values, i 1 Ͻ {{{ Ͻ i m , and the j t 's are independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+! with E~j t ! ϭ 0, E~j t 2 ! ϭ 1, t ϭ s ϩ tS ϭ i m , i m ϩ 1, + + + , and they are independent of the start-up condition X i m + Note that the conditional volatility functions s s~{ ! may depend on a subvector of X sϩtS or even be constant+ The case in which s s~{ ! depends on lags not in f s~{ ! is beyond the scope of this paper+ In contrast to the standard nonlinear autoregression model the regression functions $ f s % sϭ0 SϪ1 here are allowed to vary with the S seasons+ This is a nonlinear generalization of the periodic AR~PAR! model
see, e+g+, Franses, 1996, p+ 93; Lütkepohl, 1991, p+ 391!+ For this reason, one can also view the SNAR model as a periodic nonlinear autoregression+ The nonparametric estimation of the S regression functions f s~{ ! and selection of the lags i 1 Ͻ {{{ Ͻ i m will be discussed in Section 3+ Note that i m can be much larger than m+ For example, the selected lag vector for the German real GDP is given by~1,4,7!, so m ϭ 3, i m ϭ 7~see Table 4 !+ We do not allow the set of lags i 1 Ͻ {{{ Ͻ i m to vary with the seasons+ In the latter case the task of estimation and lag selection has to be carried out separately for each of the S data sets $~X sϩtS ,Y sϩtS !% tϭ0 @n0S# , s ϭ 0,1, + + + , S Ϫ 1 using methods for nonseasonal models+ One therefore can directly apply, e+g+, the procedure of Tschernig and Yang~2000!+ Pooling the information for all seasons is only useful if some features of the seasonal process, e+g+, the lags, are the same across seasons+
As will be seen in Section 3, the effective sample size for estimation and lag selection of model~1! is n0S+ For some macroeconomic applications this may be too small+ For example, model~1! provides too much flexibility for 30 years of quarterly data+ One may, however, restrict the seasonal flexibility in the conditional mean functions to f s~{ ! ϭ f~{! ϩ b s , s ϭ 0,1,2, + + + , S Ϫ 1 so that the seasonal variation of the functions between the sth and the 0th season is restricted to the constant shifts b s + By definition b 0 ϭ 0+ The resulting process,
is a restricted seasonal nonlinear autoregression+ We call this second model a seasonal dummy nonlinear autoregressive~SDNAR! model because it is a generalization of the seasonal dummy linear autoregressive~SDAR! model
In Section 4 we show that after estimating the seasonal shifts b s , the nonparametric function f~{! in the SDNAR model~3! can be estimated with an effective sample size of n+ The same also holds for lag selection+ Another way of restricting the seasonal nonlinear autoregression model~1! is to assume that the seasonal process is additively separable into a seasonal mean shift d s , s ϭ 0,1 + + + , S Ϫ 1, and a nonseasonal nonlinear autoregression 2 We remark that none of the proposed models allows the seasonal features to vary with time+ Although this also is possible, it is likely to provide too much flexibility for typical sample sizes+ Alternatively, one may restrict the nonseasonal part of the conditional mean function to be linear in X t but allow the seasonal shift to depend on time~see, e+g+, Burman and Shumway, 1998!+
SNAR IDENTIFICATION
Model identification requires two steps: lag selection and estimation+ For the lag selection procedure presented in Section 3+2 one a priori has to select M, which is the largest lag considered in the lag search+ Therefore, we reserve the first M observations as starting values and for each M Յ t Յ n define the full lag vector X t, M ϭ~Y tϪ1 , + + + ,Y tϪM ! T + Note that the candidate lag vector X t is a subvector of X t, M + In the sequel, x and x M denote values of X t and X t, M , respectively+ If one is only concerned with estimation and if the correct lag vector X t is known, the largest lag M is set to the largest lag i m contained in the lag vector X t + We need some additional notation+ Let i M, S be the smallest integer equal to or greater than M0S, n S ϭ @~n ϩ 1!0S# Ϫ 1, and n M, S ϭ n S ϩ 1 Ϫ i M, S and for each s ϭ 0,1,
Estimation
For any x ʦ IR m , the Nadaraya-Watson estimate Z f 1, s~x ! and local linear estimate Z f 2, s~x ! of the seasonal functions f s~x ! in the SNAR model~1! are given by
in which
where K : IR 1 r IR 1 is a symmetric probability density with compact support and 
whereas the estimation variance is
Derivation of these terms for the standard case~S ϭ 1! can be found in Här-dle, Tsybakov, and Yang~1998!+ The m s~x ! in equations~7! and~8! represents the stationary density of season s, which exists according to assumption~A1!+ Among many others, Ango Nze~1992! and Cline and Pu~1999! provide simple conditions to ensure strict stationarity and b-mixing+ These conditions are extended to seasonal processes by Theorem 2, which follows, and can be checked for many given processes+ See the example in Section 6+1+ E1! The error j t has a density function that is positive everywhere, and so are the seasonal volatility functions s s
E2! There exist an integer k Ն max~M0S,1!, a constant R Ͼ 0, and a matrix of coefficients~a sj ! 0ՅsՅSϪ1,1ՅjՅkS with all a sj Ն 0 and max 0ՅsՅSϪ1 (jϭ1
when min 1ՅjՅkS 6 y j 6 Ն R+
THEOREM 2+ Under conditions (E1) and (E2), the process V
If the initial V k has a stationary distribution, then the process is both strictly stationary and geometrically b-mixing.
Lag Selection
We now adapt lag selection procedures for standard nonlinear autoregressive time series to the SNAR model~1!+ For lag selection in the standard case with S ϭ 1 Auestad and Tjøstheim~1990! and Tjøstheim and Auestad~1994b! introduce nonparametric versions of the final prediction error~FPE!, which were analyzed theoretically and significantly improved upon by Tschernig and Yang 2000!+ For seasonal time series we define the FPE of the estimates
SϪ1 as the following functional:
where w denotes a weight function and $Y t % is another series with exactly the same distribution as $Y t % but independent of $Y t %+ Because Z f a, s~x ! and therefore the FPE depends primarily on h we denote:
The next theorem extends Theorem 2+1 in Tschernig and Yang~2000! to SNAR processes+ Note that in this theorem and throughout this paper, we drop the lag reference and denote all seasonal densities by m s~xM ! or m s~x !+ THEOREM 3+ Under Assumptions (A1)-(A6), for a ϭ 1,2, as n r`the FPE based on the correct set of lags is
in which the asymptotic FPEs (AFPEs) are
where
and where
04+
Solving the variance-bias trade-off in~10! allows one to derive an asymptotically optimal bandwidth
which can be estimated by plug-in methods+ See Section 5 for details+ To estimate the asymptotic FPEs the following estimates of A and B are needed:
in which the bandwidths h and h B ϭ~h B,0 , + + + , h B, SϪ1 ! T are all of the same order n M, S Ϫ10~mϩ4! as the optimal bandwidth h a, opt and [ m s is a kernel estimator of the density m s using bandwidth h B, s + Because A is the dominant term in the AFPE expressions~10!, one takes into account the bias of its estimator Z A~h! and inserts the bias corrected estimate into~10!+ This delivers the following estimator for AFPE a~h !:
From both asymptotic consideration and simulation results, Tschernig and Yang 2000! conclude that when using AFPE a , the probability of including extra lags in addition to the correct ones is larger than that of missing some of the correct ones+ In other words, overfitting is more likely than underfitting+ Based on this, Tschernig and Yang propose a corrected AFPE~CAFPE! by multiplying the AFPE a with a penalizing factor for overfitting and find in simulations that this corrected AFPE selects lags correctly much more often than the uncorrected AFPE+ Similar to equation~4+1!, p+ 466, in Tschernig and Yang~2000!, the corrected AFPE a s for the seasonal case are given by 
Note that if the true process is linear, i+e+, if all functions f s , s ϭ 0, + + + , S Ϫ 1 are linear, then all the r 2, s~x ! [ 0 by equation~7!, which implies by~13! that C 2 ϭ 0 for the local linear CAFPE+ This causes assumption~A6! to fail, and a variance-bias trade-off is no longer available+ As noted in Tschernig and Yang 2000!, the local linear CAFPE becomes inconsistent in this case, but the alternative local constant CAFPE remains consistent+ Despite this, we suggest using the local linear CAFPE as it is faster to compute and also has performed quite satisfactorily for linear processes in our Monte Carlo study in Section 6+
SDNAR AND SHNAR IDENTIFICATION
Although the function estimators for the SNAR model discussed in the previous section provide ample seasonal and nonlinear flexibility, it is important to realize that they use only n M, S observations, a number much smaller than n and even n0S+ This may render estimation of the seasonal nonlinear autoregressioñ 1! difficult if the sample size n is already small+ In this section we develop semiparametric estimators for the seasonal dummy nonlinear autoregression~3! and the seasonal shift nonlinear autoregression~5!+ In both models, the parameters can be estimated with a faster rate of convergence and then effectively "removed" so that the regression function becomes the same for all seasons and all n Ϫ M observations can be used for estimation and lag selection+ Therefore the standard lag selection methods of Tschernig and Yang~2000! can be applied+
Estimation of the SDNAR Model
Note that for the SDNAR model~3! one has 
One can then jointly estimate the seasonal parameters and the function nonparametrically+ For the seasonal parameters b s one obtains the local estimators at x:
where e s denotes the m ϩ S vector whose sth element is 1 and all other elements 0, s ϭ 1, + + + , S Ϫ 1,
then defines the weighted average estimator
where w~{! is the same weight function as used in the FPE+ We next establish the asymptotic behavior of
the estimator Nb s based on the correct set of lags satisfies
The proof of this theorem rests on two lemmas that can be found in the Appendix+ Lemma A+4 shows that the usual bias of order h 2 is canceled by the differencing of seasons 0 and s, whereas Lemma A+3 states that the usual variance of order~nh! Ϫ1 gets smoothed out to order n Ϫ1 as a result of the averaging of Zb s~XsϩtS , h!+ Therefore, if one subtracts Nb s from Y s for all s ϭ 1, + + + , S Ϫ 1 to obtain E Y s ϭ Y s Ϫ Nb s , then by the faster convergence of the estimator 19! one has
, one can estimate the function f with an effective sample size n as in the nonseasonal case+ Two alternative procedures for the estimation of b s + To obtain the first alternative one may include in the "regressors matrix" only the dummy of season s instead of all dummies, i+e+,
and then define the local estimator of b s at x as
in which e 2 is the m ϩ 2 vector whose second element is 1 and all other elements 0+ One then defines Nb s by the averaging formula~19! using~20!+ We call this approach the "partial dummy method," in contrast to the "full dummy method" based on~18!+ The second alternative may be termed the "two estimators method"; namely, define
where Z f 2, s~x , h! is the local linear estimator as defined in~6!+ In this case one inserts~21! into the averaging formula~19! to obtain Nb s + For both approaches the cancellation-and-smooth-out effect of Theorem 5 remains valid if Nb s is the average of Zb s~XsϩtS , h!, t ϭ i M, S , + + + , n S , defined by either~20! or~21!+ The relative merit of these two methods is simplicity, whereas the full dummy method is more robust+
Lag Selection in the SDNAR Model
Because one can estimate the function f with an effective sample size n using the adjusted data
, one can treat the adjusted data as being nonseasonal+ This suggests applying the local constant or local linear~C!AFPE lag selection criteria for the standard nonlinear autoregression as in Tschernig and Yang~2000!+ These estimators are obtained by setting S equal to 1 in equations 15! and~16! and taking into account that the process $X t % tϭM n can be treated as if it has the average seasonal density T m~x! ϭ 10S (sϭ0 SϪ1 m s~x !+ However, before the nonseasonal~C!AFPE criteria can be used one has to check how the seasonal parameter estimator~19! for obtaining the adjusted data behaves if an incorrect set of lags is used+ If one uses a set of lags that overfits, i+e+, if the set includes all the lags i 1 , + + + , i m and more, then one still has 
We now assume that every function f s Ќ~x ! has at least one nonzero point in the interior of the support of w, and hence for each season, the squared projection error into the submodel is positive+ This is satisfied by simply enlarging the support of w so that its interior includes at least one nonzero point from each f s Ќ~x !, which is easy as all the f s Ќ~x !'s are nonzero functions on the support of m s +
The following theorem is a refined version of Theorem 5+
THEOREM 6+ Under Assumptions (A1)-(A5), for any underfitting model and
So the estimates Nb s approximate the parameters b s to the order of h 4 ϩ n Ϫ102 ϭ n Ϫ40~mϩ4! ϩ n Ϫ102 , which is higher than the order n Ϫ20~mϩ4! of the function estimates, provided all the correct lags are used in the computation, whereas the bias would be nonvanishing if the lags underfit+ In the latter case the estimation of f~{! by the adjusted data
will have a nonvanishing bias, as in the case of the standard autoregression model, plus the nonzero bias introduced by the estimation of the b s 's+ One then faces the same situation as in Tschernig and Yang~2000! because the~C!AFPEs then obtained will be larger than the true prediction error by a positive constant up to higher order terms+ One therefore can select the lags based on~C!AFPE for each set of lags after the data are adjusted by the estimated seasonal parameters based on that set+ Therefore these~C!AFPEs have the same properties as in Tschernig and Yang~2000!+
SHNAR Model
The seasonal shift model~5! is easier to analyze than the seasonal dummy model 3!+ In this case, U sϩtS ϭ Y sϩtS Ϫ d s , s ϭ 0, + + + , S Ϫ 1, t ϭ 0,1, + + + , is a stationary process that satisfies 
Hence U t Ϫ Z U t ϭ O p~n Ϫ102 ! for all t ϭ M, + + + , n+ One thus can use the seasonally adjusted data $ Z U t % tϭM n as a substitute for $U t % tϭM n for estimating f~{!+ The same applies to lag selection; hence one applies the AFPE and CAFPE criteria of Tschernig and Yang~2000! to the process $ Z U t % tϭM n to determine the lags+ In the presence of nonlinearities the SDNAR and SHNAR model are mutually exclusive+ Therefore, one may choose for any given data set the model with the smaller CAFPE because the prediction error of a given model indicates the departure of the data set from the imposed model structure+
IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we describe how to estimate the unknown quantities B and C a , a ϭ 2, needed for the plug-in optimal bandwidth~14! and the CAFPEs of the SNAR model and also of its restricted SDNAR version+ Only local linear~a ϭ 2! procedures are implemented, as we want to avoid the complicated bias terms of local constant procedures~a ϭ 1!+ We use the Gaussian kernel for all nonparametric estimates+ For all procedures, the weight function w~x! is the indicator function on the range of the observed data+ For robustification, 5% of those observations whose densities are the lowest are screened off, and leave-one-out features are implemented for all estimations+
SNAR Model
To estimate the seasonal densities m s in Z B~h B !, we use the rule-of-thumb bandwidth of Silverman~1986, equation~4+14!, The seasonal functions f s are estimated by local linear estimators Z f 2, s defined in~6! with the same bandwidth h B, s + This simple bandwidth has the appropriate rate and performs in our small sample experiments nearly as well as the ruleof-thumb bandwidth of Yang and Tschernig~1999!+ For the estimation of the second derivatives in C 2 , we use a local quadratic estimator that excludes all cross derivatives, with a simple bandwidth rule h C, s ϭ h~m ϩ 4,3 [ s s , n M, S !+ As a simplification of the partial local cubic estimator of Yang and Tschernig~1999!, this is sufficient for lag selection, which requires less precision than function estimation+
SDNAR Model
To obtain the adjusted E Y t , t ϭ M, + + + , n, the first step is the estimation of seasonal dummies by the full dummy method given by~18! and~19!+ By Theorem 5, there does not exist the usual bias-variance trade-off that leads to an optimal bandwidth because the usual bias of order h 2 cancels out+ We take
, which has the optimal rate for function estimation+ For estimating the unknown quantities in the CAFPE for the adjusted data
we use all specifications of Section 5+1 setting S to 1+
MONTE CARLO STUDY
In this section we document the practical performance of the estimation and lag selection methods derived for the three seasonal nonlinear autoregressive models on data of moderate samples+
Setup
All processes are homoskedastic and fulfill the relevant assumptions in the Appendix+ We used conditions~E1! and~E2! of Section 3+1 to obtain geometrically ergodic processes+ To start, in the stationary distribution we generated n ϩ 400 observations and discarded the first 400+ Geometric ergodicity ensures convergence to the stationary distribution+ Explicit burn-in times can be computed using Theorem 12 of Rosenthal~1995! or Theorem 5+1 in the more recent Roberts and Tweedie~1999!, which both provide bounds on the total variation norm+ Both theorems involve lengthy calculations of many constants; hence they are not carried out for the examples+ Instead we used simulations based on the total variation norm and found that n ϭ 400 is more than sufficient+ In total, we consider 8 different processes and always allow all lag combinations up to lag M ϭ 6+ For every experiment we conduct R ϭ 100 replications+ 3 SNAR processes. To investigate the general identification devices discussed in Section 3 that can handle SNAR models~1!, we consider one periodic autoregression and one seasonal nonlinear autoregressive process, each with two seasons, 200 observations, and standard normal errors, j t ; N~0,1!, and one seasonal nonlinear autoregressive process with four seasons, 400 observations, and standard normal errors: PAR2+ Periodic autoregressive process~2! of order p ϭ 3 with two seasons and parameters a 10 ϭ 0+55, a 11 ϭ Ϫ0+3, a 20 ϭ a 21 ϭ 0, a 30 ϭ Ϫ0+4, and a 31 ϭ 0+3+ SNAR2+ Seasonal nonlinear autoregressive process of order p ϭ 3 with two seasons:
with a 10 ϭ 0+55, a 11 ϭ 0+3, a 20 ϭ a 21 ϭ 0, a 30 ϭ 0+4, a 31 ϭ 0+55 and b 10 ϭ Ϫ1+1, b 11 ϭ Ϫ0+6, b 20 ϭ b 21 ϭ 0, b 30 ϭ Ϫ0+8, b 31 ϭ Ϫ1+1, g 0 ϭ g 1 ϭ 3, c 0 ϭ c 1 ϭ 0, l 0 ϭ 3, and l 1 ϭ 1+ SNAR4+ Seasonal nonlinear autoregressive process~22! of order p ϭ 2 with four seasons and parameters a 10 ϭ 0+55, a 11 ϭ 0+3, a 12 ϭ Ϫ0+3, a 13 ϭ 0+55, a 20 ϭ 0+4, a 21 ϭ 0+55, a 22 ϭ Ϫ0+55, a 23 ϭ Ϫ0+4 and b 10 ϭ Ϫ1+1, b 11 ϭ Ϫ0+6,
To make lag selection difficult the PAR2 and SNAR2 processes contain the nonconsecutive lags 1 and 3+ The two functions in the SNAR2 process were chosen for their contrasting shape as can be seen from Figures 1a and b, which display them on the relevant range+ Figure 2 displays the four seasonal functions of the SNAR4 process+ Using elementary techniques one can check that conditions~E1! and~E2! are met by all processes in this section+ This is demonstrated for the process 
Therefore one has
Hence if one takes the matrix
SDNAR and SHNAR processes. For the SDAR model~4!, the SDNAR model 3!, and the SHNAR model~5! we consider the following specifications, all with 100 observations, four seasons, and standard normal errors j t + SDAR+ Seasonal dummy linear autoregression~4! of order p ϭ 3 with seasonal parameters b 1 ϭ 1, b 2 ϭ 0+3, b 3 ϭ Ϫ0+6 and autoregressive parameters a 1 ϭ 0+3, a 2 ϭ 0, and a 3 ϭ 0+4+ SDNAR1+ Seasonal dummy nonlinear autoregression
SDNAR2+ Seasonal dummy nonlinear autoregression
with f~{! given by~23! and
All nonlinear functions were chosen to represent various degrees of smoothness and complexity+ Their plots are displayed in Figures 3a-c+ The seasonal parameters were selected such that seasonality is substantial but not dominating+ For lag selection we consider four criteria: first of all, we compute the local linear versions of the CAFPEs developed in the previous sections+ In addition, we compute the linear FPE, AIC, and Schwarz criterion+ Furthermore, we investigate the performance of the suggested non-and semiparametric estimators in terms of their mean integrated squared error and their prediction power relative to linear procedures+ For each replication, let x ' denote a subvector of x M , whereas x represents the correct lag vector+ Define the integrated squared error
where the sum is over 10,000 observations+ The mean integrated squared error MISE~Z f s ! is defined as the average of ISE~Z f s ! over the R replications+ The vector x ' can consist of the correct set of lags or can be selected from the respective criteria+
We also define the one-step prediction error by averaging
over the R replications+
Results on Lag Selection
All results of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Figures 4-6+ Each bar graph corresponds to one of the processes described previously and displays the empirical frequencies of the four criteria to correctly fit~black bar!, overfit bar with vertical lines!, and underfit+ Underfitting is further split into two cases: no wrong lags included~bar with horizontal lines! and wrong lags included white bar!+ The last case can be considered the worst outcome of all four as it is neither parsimonious nor includes the correct model+ Figure 4 displays the results for the linear periodic PAR2 process and the seasonal dummy linear SDAR process+ As expected the linear Schwarz criterion~SC! performs best in terms of correct selections+ The nonparametric CAFPE performs better than AIC and linear FPE for the PAR2 process whereas all three are comparable for the SDAR process+ Recall from the comment after Theorem 4 that the local linear CAFPE is inconsistent for linear processes, and it is well known that both the linear FPE and AIC are inconsistent as well+ Therefore, it seems preferable to use the much more general CAFPE than the linear AIC or linear FPE+ If one is interested in minimizing underfitting, one should use the linear AIC or FPE+ These criteria exhibit the largest empirical frequencies to include the correct lags+ Figures 5 and 6 show the results for the seasonal nonlinear processes+ The main conclusion to be drawn here is that for all processes considered the non-parametric CAFPE scores highest in terms of correct selections and in most cases it is the only useful procedure because the linear criteria can fail completely+ This failure is drastic for the seasonal nonlinear SNAR4 process with four seasons, the seasonal dummy nonlinear SDNAR1 and SDNAR2 processes, and the seasonal shift nonlinear SHNAR process+ In contrast, the CAFPE's performance loss for linear processes is much less severe+
The results for the seasonal nonlinear processes SNAR2 and SNAR4 in Figure 5 show that the number of seasons is not important as long as there are enough observations for each season, 100 in both cases+ Certainly the observed selection rates would drop if the total number of observations decreased+ To maintain similar success rates, one has to reduce the seasonal flexibility, which was the main motivation for the SDNAR and SHNAR models+ For the latter ▫: underfitting with wrong lags+ models even 100 observations are sufficient to guarantee reasonable lag selection results as can be seen from the lower plot of Figure 5 and Figure 6+ The plot for the SDNAR3 process also shows that the success rate can reach almost 80%+
If one only requires the selection procedures to include the correct lags, i+e+, minimize underfitting, then the CAFPE criterion also performs best+ This holds for underfitting without wrong lags and also with wrong lags+
In sum, the local linear CAFPE criterion shows good performance for all seasonal processes+ It may therefore provide a useful compromise between reliable lag selection in the presence of nonlinearities and a tolerable decrease in the correct lag selection probability for linear DGPs that is comparable to that between the linear Schwarz criterion and the linear AIC+
Results on Estimation and Prediction
Besides identifying the relevant lags, it is also important to be able to accurately estimate the conditional mean functions and to predict+ Therefore, we compare the mean integrated squared errors~MISE! and prediction errors of the proposed estimators and of simple linear ones+ The computing of these errors is described in Section 6+1+
The upper part of Table 1 displays the results for the linear periodic autoregressive PAR2 process+ As expected, fitting a nonparametric SNAR model to a linear process increases the MISE, both for correct lags and selected lags+ The same phenomenon is true for the prediction errors+ Similar conclusions can be drawn from the lower part of Table 1 for the seasonal dummy linear 
autoregressive SDAR process+ We note for the SDAR process that although the seasonal parameters b s are estimated poorly with the semiparametric procedure, the semiparametric lag selection is roughly as good as the linear procedures, as seen in Figure 4+ Are there substantial gains of the non-and semiparametric procedures in the case of nonlinear seasonal processes? Table 2 contains the results for the seasonal nonlinear autoregressive processes+ The largest improvement in prediction error of the nonparametric procedure over Schwarz based lag selection and linear estimation is about 26% and occurs for the SNAR2 process~1+28380 1+7376 Ϫ 1 ϭ Ϫ26%!+ For the MISE of function estimation the largest reduction is 30% as in the case of f 0 of the SNAR2 process+ Table 3 contains the results for the seasonal dummy and seasonal shift nonlinear processes SDNAR1, SDNAR3, and SHNAR+ There is a substantial reduction in MISE and prediction error for the SDNAR1 process if the semiparametric method is employed+ For the SDNAR3 the gain in prediction error becomes less pronounced if lags have to be selected first and vanishes otherwise+ For the SHNAR process the semiparametric reduction in MISE and prediction error for f are larger than for the SDNAR1 process that is generated by the same f function+ One possible explanation is that the shift process is only one simple transformation from a standard process whereas the dummy process can never be transformed into a standard process+
We conclude that the non-and semiparametric identification procedures suggested in Sections 3 and 4 are overall superior to linear procedures if the generated process is nonlinear, whereas the loss in MISE and prediction power remains tolerable in case of linear processes+ Regardless of prediction, lag selection is still quite robust+ This is traditionally attributed to the discrete nature 
of the latter+ In any case, the proposed procedures turn out to be applicable in practice+ The next section will illustrate this+
EMPIRICAL APPLICATION
We apply the semiparametric methods introduced in Section 4 to two seasonal macroeconomic time series: quarterly real West German GNP from 1960:1 to 1990:4 compiled by Wolters~1992, p+ 424, note 4! and quarterly UK public investment in 1985 prices from 1962:1 to 1988:4 taken from Osborn~1990!+ These series were chosen because there exists a detailed analysis using linear periodic models and seasonal unit root testing by Franses~1996! and because they are available via the World Wide Web+ 4 All data are analyzed in logs+ In the introduction it was noted that the nonparametric analysis requires removing~non!seasonal unit roots from the data first+ To save space we refer to the detailed analysis in Franses~1996, pp+ 66-72!+ He uses the HEGY procedure and extensions+ Allowing for a time trend and seasonal dummies and choosing the lag order by means of F-tests, he finds for the German real GNP roots at 1 and Ϫi, i and for the UK data roots at all seasonal frequencies and the zero frequency+ However, for the German real GNP the evidence for the seasonal roots at Ϫi, i vanishes if one allows for shifting means in the middle of the sample+ We therefore investigate the two series after taking first and fourth differences, respectively+ Moreover, for the lag selection procedure we divide each resulting series by its standard deviation+ For lag selection the SDNAR model~3! and the SHNAR model~5! are applied, whereas the SNAR model~1! is not fitted because of the small number of years+ In addition, the three linear criteria FPE, AIC, and SC are used+ In all cases the procedures search over all possible lag combinations up to lag M ϭ 8+ Table 4 summarizes the selection results for both data sets+ It contains the selected lags, the values of the selection criteria, and the estimated optimal bandwidths+ The lags are ordered with respect to their contribution to reducing the selection criterion+ The first column indicates the model+ The model f ϭ 0 contains only seasonal dummies but no lagged regressors+ The variance of the resulting noise is equivalent to that of Z U s ϭ Y s Ϫ Z d s , the adjusted data after removing the mean shifts+ Because the original data have been divided by the standard deviation, the variance of the adjusted data is at most one+
We compare the forecasting performance of all procedures using recursive prediction errors computed as follows+ At each time t, observations up to time t Ϫ 1 are used to select the lags and predict Z Y t for approximately the last 20% of observations of each time series+ This amounts to the last six and five years of the German and UK data, respectively+ Table 5 shows for each model and both data sets the average of the squared deviations of the predicted values from their corresponding true ones+ Table 4 shows that regressing the first differences of the German real GNP data only on seasonal dummies reduces the variance to 0+23+ Using the SDNAR model lags 4,1,7 are selected+ The corresponding CAFPE of 0+075 implies a further substantial reduction in the error variance+ Taking the SHNAR model instead leads to lags 4,2,8 and a CAFPE value of 0+084+ The FPE estimate of the linear model selects the same lags and its value is 0+091+
We inspected the estimated residuals of both nonlinear models using Godfrey misspecification tests~e+g+, Godfrey, 1979 !, which test an AR~p! model against an AR~p ϩ r! model or an ARMA~p, r! model+ Here we use r ϭ 1 and r ϭ 4+ In addition, the Jarque-Bera~JB! test statistic is computed+ Because the Godfrey tests are designed for linear models, the results have to be interpreted with care+ To save space we left out all test statistics+ However, they are all far below the linear critical values, and so the results may be quite robust+ In particular, there is no seasonality left in the residuals, and so using the first differencing filter is justified+ Following the discussion at the end of Section 4 on how to select between the SDNAR and SHNAR model, we prefer the SDNAR model for the first differences of the German real GNP as the corresponding CAFPE is about 11% smaller than that of the SHNAR model+
To represent the SDNAR model graphically, we keep the least important lag, lag 7, fixed and vary lags 1 and 4 on a grid+ Figure 7 displays three surfaces of the estimated function on the domain of the observations+ To look only on the domain of the observations reduces irrelevant boundary effects+ This domain is plotted in the plane of the regressors+ For visualization, all values have been multiplied by the standard deviation of the first differences, which is 0+052+ Lag 7 is fixed at Ϫ0+05, 0, 0+05+ The estimates of the seasonal dummy parameters are 0+023, 0+018, Ϫ0+050+ The dummy model shows pronounced nonlinearities+ For example, comparing the upper plot with the other two shows that if the quarterly growth was down all quarters, then today's growth is overproportionally low also+ The influence of the growth performance in the last quarter on today's growth is ambiguous+ It depends very much on the direction and magnitude of last quarter's growth and also on the situation one year ago+ If one fits a linear model such effects may easily average out and turn out insignificant+ Indeed, the linear criteria do not select lag 1+ German  0+0413  0+0534  0+0504  0+0528  0+0524  0+0578  0+0582  0+0598  UK  0+9623  0+8808  0+8562  0+9458  0+8291  0+7972  0+7933  0+9183 The recursive prediction errors in Table 5 support the superiority of the SDNAR model+ The closest competitor is the linear dummy model using AIC lag selection, which is still 22% larger~0+50400+413 ϭ 122%!+ Comparing to the linear models and the nonlinear shift model, this example illustrates the empirical benefits of the more sophisticated nonlinear dummy model+ For the fourth differences of the UK public investment data the selection results are presented in Table 4+ After having applied the fourth-order differencing filter, there is no relevant seasonality left in the data because removing seasonal shifts from the series does not change its variance+ One may therefore expect the SDNAR and SHNAR models to perform similarly+ Indeed, the cho- sen lag vector 1,6,5 is the same for both models+ In contrast, all linear criteria contain the different vector 1,2,4+
As in the previous case, the residual diagnostics of the nonlinear models indicate no sign of misspecification and are therefore not reported here+ The surfaces of the estimated regression function of the SHNAR model are shown in Figure 8 , where the value of lag 5 is fixed at Ϫ0+10, 0, 0+10+ All surfaces look quite smooth+ The deviation from linear hyperplanes is less pronounced than Figure 8 . UK public investment: shift model with lags 1 and 6 given lag 5 fixed at Ϫ0+10, 0, 0+1+ for the German real GNP data although still evident+ Therefore, a linear model could be superior for forecasting+ This is confirmed by the prediction errors reported in Table 5 , where the recursive errors of the nonlinear shift model are 4+5% larger than those of the linear shift model using AIC lag selection~0+82910 0+7933 ϭ 104+5%!+ The linearity hypothesis can be tested, e+g+, with the nonparametric linearity tests of Tjøstheim~1995, 1996! and Yao, and Tjøstheim~1998!, which can be applied to both the adjusted data $X t , E Y t % of the SDNAR model and the deseasonalized data $ Z U t % of the SHNAR model+ The prediction results also show that for the UK data set the shift model is the appropriate model+
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed nonparametric estimation and lag selection methods for seasonal nonlinear autoregressive models and derived semiparametric estimators for two restricted versions, one allowing the seasonal function to shift across seasons only by a constant parameter, the other generalizing linear unobserved components models+ All methods allow for either local constant or local linear estimation+ For the semiparametric models, after preliminary estimation of the seasonal parameters, the function estimation and lag selection are the same as nonparametric estimation and lag selection for standard models+ A Monte Carlo study demonstrates good performance of all three methods+ The methods are applied to the German real GNP data and UK public investment+ It was found that the semiparametric lag selection and estimation procedures work even with moderate sample sizes+ They help to identify more complicated dynamics in economic time series and can improve forecasting+ NOTES 1+ Most prominent examples for model-based seasonal adjustment procedures are the unobserved components approach that includes the structural time series approach and the ARIMA modelbased approach+ The Census X-11 and the Hodrick-Prescott filter are representatives of procedures with model-based interpretation+ 2+ The formulation of models~3! and~5! might lead one to think that it is also possible to have a model such as Y t ϭ f~Y tϪi1 Ϫ d $tϪi1% , + + + ,Y tϪim Ϫ d $tϪim% ! ϩ e t + This is in fact not useful if one still wants to have some kind of strict stationarity+ If the process $Y t % tՆ0 itself is stationary, then unless all the parameters d $tϪi1% , + + + , d $tϪim% are all equal, in which case they can be all set to 0 and one gets back to a standard process, the Y t defined by this expression will not be stationary, even not for each season+ On the other hand, if one wants to have stationarity of $Y t Ϫ d $t % % tՆ0 , then this equation makes Y t stationary, and therefore all parameter d $tϪi1% , + + + , d $tϪim% equal+ We have therefore restricted our semiparametric study to models~3! and~5!+ 3+ All procedures were programmed in GAUSS using 
Ϫm 
Ⅲ
Note in particular, because the random vector X t 1 $w~X t, M !Ͼ0% has a density with compact support by Assumption~A4!, Lemma A+1 applies to its support K+ To analyse P 1 ,
